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BECAUSE OF THE CHILDREN
Ivy Timmins

I miss the laughter of children at the playground after school.
And wonder how much they understand about the new rule,
The frequent washing of their hands, the need to stay inside 
                                                                       and things they can no longer do,
Video games replacing all the friends they knew.

They should be romping in the fallen leaves, so spectacular this year.
They’re shuttered in the house because of this new fear.
It’s strange to be without the noise of their happy voices.
They must wonder what has happened to their choices?

We went to bed and in the morning, discovered our whole world had changed,
Forcing us into having every aspect of our lives re-arranged.
No more laughter, sharing smiles, being hugged or kissed.
It’s too dangerous, they said, though this is what we’ve missed.

We may be dressed to kill, but hidden behind the mask
Do we not appear to be all bandits? Well, you might ask.
We recognize our neighbors only by their eyes.
They do the same.  We pass each other, mumbling goodbyes.

There is something unnatural about this atmosphere.
It is charged with tension – a threat over all we hold dear.
Is it a groaning of our Mother Earth crying in her pain?
Pouring out her grief to us in flood and fire and hurricane?

Can we do more to reverse this backward motion?
Try to care more deeply about our air, plant life and ocean?
In this fight for the future of our earthly home, and for the children’s sake
We have no wish or right, to let them inherit our mistake.

So let’s awaken from our hypnotic sleep, dress ourselves, in masks and all
And beat back this monstrous event, showing it we’re ten feet tall
By doing everything we can! Rising up bold and strong!
Then on a coming day, may we find we’ve righted our share of the wrong.

Poetry free-for-all!
REQUIEM FOR A FALLEN MOLAR
Vinay Chander

I miss you so much
Since you left so abruptly
After seventy years
Living along so close to me.
We were so close,
We even have the same genetic code.

You were a living companion.
Nothing can replace you.
It is hard to fill the void,
It has left me incomplete.

Do you miss your companions—
The insolent Incisors, the cunning Canines,
The presumptuous Premolars, all usurpers
Sitting pretty in the front, seen by all,
And you, way back pushed to the wall.

As this heavy-hearted year of the pandemic comes to a close, Poetry Quarter contributors have taken this moment to sit back and take 
stock, reflect on what was lost and what was found. Cherish the unremarked, the memories of happier times – indeed, the very nature of 
time. And to launch new passions.   The Glebe Report’s Poetry Quarter is curated by poet, author and educator JC Sulzenko. 

Patterson Creek Ducks
Louise Rachlis

They swim beak to beak

in the unfrozen creek,

while I run by,

cold hands,

cold feet.

If I gave them some food,

they’d just want to stay.

C’mon ducks,

it’s December 13th –

fly away!

A Paddler’s Prayer
Darren Power

Dip me in water when my madness runs deep
When it drips from my brain, out my mouth as I weep
Don’t bother to ask for I won’t comprehend
When wet withdrawal controls, all thought starts to bend

Sink me deep where I’ll breathe, the truth not the noise
Where the fluid-filled silence will filter mind’s lies
Yes, I beg for immersion, no matter the time
For the water, it soothes me, like a womb of sublime

Don’t hesitate if you love me, just throw me right in
For asking won’t work, my madness will grin
On the bottom, I’ll open my eyes and I’ll see
The ache, like an anchor, I’ll let go, paddle free

Dip me in water when my madness runs deep
When it drips from my brain, out my mouth as I weep
From the darkness I’ll float, to life’s light I will rise
On my altar of water, by submersion baptized

Lansdowne
Michelle Desbarats

An exhibition used to anoint
summer’s end, transforming a parking
lot. Overnight the trucks came in
and from these was birthed,
in a racket of hammering and pounding,
a world complete with popcorn
and hotdogs scented air, cotton candy
on paper tubes; spun sugar swirled in
a huge vat to a transparency that would
melt in the mouth, almost too fast to
taste. Every ride’s music –
a calliope impossible to
ignore – the merry go round for kids.
Bigger rides, not needing to have gone
on all for the thrill to begin. Games
to try winning at. The workers had
built for the duration, it seemed
a different sky, stars they would
take down when they dismantled
everything, leaving the stars from
before. Once I crept through the
dark’s back hedge with someone
I liked, suggested if anyone caught us,
to kiss like we’re in love. Yes, he said,
as we entered our
one night world strung with lights

Time Lapse 
Maureen Korp

Is it

true?  Are you back?

For now, for long?  Wait.  Stay.

Two minutes.  Let me. . .  focus on

you.  Here.

We need a plan, not a press release
Diane McIntyre

Magical Thinking won’t work.

It is “code red for humanity” warned the UN.

What actions are planned or is it all wishful thinking…

We need a plan, not just a press release - a roadmap, not promises.

Tell us what’s being done for a future that’s based on science and dreams.

We must all plant trees, grow them tall, protect our forests and parklands.

A clear roadmap for real action is needed now - not just promises, but

Direction - more open green spaces, blue sky and clean air for all

with local food, safe shelter, free transit, a clear path with 

a solid vision for change - not smokescreens.

We need a plan, not a press release.

We need actions now, 

a promise of hope

for all.

Now.

Not

just 

empty

words.

We need 

a plan, not a press release

to emerge from this “code red for humanity”

and to protect a rich biodiversity of plants and animals and humankind.

A Summer Romance
Dawn Steiner

you would think this chipmunk
who stuffed his cheeks all summer
with peanuts laid out on my deck
would be in a good place this fall

he visited regularly
seemed in good spirits
robust health
stable home behind the shed
plenty to eat

I sometimes saw him with a companion

the sun shone
the days were long and lazy
we bonded
shared snacks
he ate from the palm of my hand

on rainy days I imagined him busy
with burrow renovations
a bedroom extension
a guest room perhaps
definitely more shelving
he seemed an industrious fellow

yet here he is
haggard, winter-worried
frantically foraging 
in my sepia toned garden 
  

what generated this decline
a breakdown of sorts?
did his partner leave 
taking half the storage with her?
I hadn’t seen any signs

I find a container of sunflower seeds
trail a path along the deck
across the lawn
round to the back of the shed
to let him know I am here


